Appendix 2

South Lakeland District Council
South Lakeland House
Lowther Street
Kendal
Cumbria
LA9 4UF
Ref: K37352.002
For the attention of Mr P. Scullion
Dear Paul,
STRAMONGATE RIVER TRAINING/RETAINING WALL
LETTER REPORT – REMEDIAL OPTIONS
Further to recent discussions and correspondence on the above, we hereby write to provide commentary,
observations, and recommendations with regards to the remedial options available.
Background
RG Parkins (RGP) were appointed by Lambert Smith Hampton, on behalf of South Lakeland District Council
(SLDC), to undertake a visual inspection of the River Kent training wall, left hand side downstream of
Stramongate Bridge, upstream of the weir (approx. grid ref: SD 51897 92976), which was reportedly
suffering from scour damage.

The existing wall structure is a relative ‘unknown’; it is evident that the wall is likely to be a traditional mass
stonework wall, which can be measured in thickness above ground level, but is unknown below ground
level. Similar structures have previously been shown to be of constant thickness for their full height and at
this time, it is assumed this wall is similar. (This would however need to be proved prior to preparation of
detailed designs for strengthening/repairing the structure.)
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Given the location and necessary access into the river, RGP appointed Underwater Diving Services (UDS), to
undertake a camera/video survey of the wall and provide a report as to the observed defects. The report is
included as Appendix A.
The section of wall in question is approximately 55 metres in length and contains a number of defects
throughout and at localised areas along the length of wall, namely:





Loss of pointing in stone masonry,
Scour/undermining of the wall,
Missing stonework
Vegetation growth within the wall.

The conclusion of the survey undertaken was that remedial work of some description was needed.
Remedial Options
There are predominantly four options available to the council at this stage:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Undertake no interventions.
Undertake short-term remedial works.
Strengthen/repair the existing structure.
Replace the existing wall with a purpose designed/built replacement.

These options are described and discussed as follows:
Option 1 (No interventions)
To leave the wall in its current condition may be viable if the structure was in an isolated, low risk location.
However, given the wall retains public open space, is immediately adjacent to the river and Stramongate
highway bridge, and is immediately adjacent to the privately owned kiosk building, this option has been
discounted from consideration.
Option 2 (Short-term Remedial Works)
The inspection report prepared by UDS contains their recommendations for remedial works, which we
would typically agree with. For ease of reference these are:






Remove vegetation.
Point areas of lost mortar.
Replace lost stonework.
Fill areas of undermining with grout bags and ‘Rock Bond’ putty.
Lay ‘rock rolls’ along the entire length of the asset to provide protection from scour.

We consider the above interventions as ‘short term remedial work’. Given the turbulence of the River Kent
and the past experiences of RGP, no assurances can be given in terms of the durability and/or life
expectancy of these remedial works before additional interventions become necessary.
They would however provide a short-term intervention giving some ‘breathing space’ whilst further
detailed plans are considered, designed, tendered, etc. It is also work that specialist contractors such as
UDS would be able to undertake from within the river, without the necessity for installing significant
temporary works (such as sheet piled cofferdams) to create a dry working area.
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Whilst an exact life expectancy of these works cannot be provided, we would anticipate they would last
through the winter period, albeit we would recommend the wall is inspected after any high rainfall/river
level events.
Option 3 (Strengthening/Repair of Existing)
Assuming the wall is of constant thickness with height, the concern with scour and voids at the foot of the
wall is that the wall, (a) becomes unstable and at risk of collapse, or (b) areas of stonework start to fall out
and the backfill is lost, leading to a potential ‘sink hole’ behind the wall.
One option to overcome this risk would be to strengthen the wall by effectively installing a new retaining
wall behind the existing stone wall. A mass concrete option would have the potential to minimise time and
costs of construction.
The main advantages of this option are as follows:





‘In river’ working could be minimised/eliminated. The existing stone wall would remain in place
and continue to act as the river training wall, whilst the ground behind the wall is excavated and
backfilled with a self-supporting structure.
Ties could be introduced to fix the existing stone wall back to the new structure behind.
The work required close to the Stramongate highway bridge abutment could be simplified without
the need to remove any existing ‘bond / tie-in’.
Scour protection could be provided within the new structure, to prevent undermining. It should be
noted that the existing stone wall could still suffer from some scour, albeit this would no longer be
putting the retaining structure at risk.

A preliminary outline design option for strengthening the existing structure would be as follows:
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Option 4 (Replacement Structure)
This option would provide a purpose designed and built structure, which could incorporate scour
protection to prevent a reoccurrence and be constructed of modern building materials with a given ‘design
life’. It would also provide the Council with the peace of mind that no further interventions should be
needed in this area for years to come.
A preliminary outline design incorporating a stone faced reinforced concrete structure would be as follows:

The single most challenging aspect of a new build structure such as that shown above, relates to working
alongside the watercourse. It would be anticipated that some form of temporary cofferdam (e.g. sheet
piles) would need to be installed within the river to create a dry working area from within which the
existing wall could be safely demolished and a new wall could be constructed.
It should be noted that the installation of a cofferdam does not guarantee a dry working area, with
potential for water to infiltrate upwards from the ground below the site. De-watering can in this instance
also be necessary.
Installation of a cofferdam in a river channel (with or without the need for de-watering) not only increases
construction time and costs of the scheme but also leads to the requirement for the preparation of
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additional pre-commencement consultant reports, such as hydraulic river modelling, flood risk assessments
(covering both the permanent and temporary situations), ecological surveys/assessments, etc.
Design / Consultancy Costs
Based on previous experience of undertaking projects with the Council, we would anticipate that all/any of
the above options would need the following additional consultancy costs taking into consideration:







Project Manager
Civil/Structural Engineer
Contract Administrator
Quantity Surveyor
Principal Designer (CDM)
Ecology Reports

Other additional costs which would need consideration are listed below:
o
o
o

Topographical Survey (the drawing shared by the EA may be suitable).
Geotechnical Investigation (Trial pits to ascertain existing ground condition behind wall as well as
wall thickness – necessary for options 3 & 4.
EA Permit Applications.

Recommendations
Some form of intervention is required imminently before the onset of winter when the risk of high river
events increase and ideally before the end of September when the EA working window for ‘in river’ works
closes.
We understand the Council may not have budget availability this year for undertaking either options 3 or 4,
in which case we would recommend undertaking Option 2 this year.
If Option 2 were undertaken this year, it somewhat naturally follows on that Option 3 would be the
sensible and pragmatic approach to the Council having a longer-term solution.
We trust this provides a brief overview of the current situation and our recommendations, with sufficient
information for the Council to make an informed decision. If there are any outstanding questions, or you
require any additional input, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned.
Yours Sincerely,

Adam Roberts
Enc.
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APPENDIX A
Underwater Diving Services (UDS) Inspection Report
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1. Project Summary.
Underwater Diving Services (UDS) were contracted by RG Parkins & Partners Ltd to
conduct a dive inspection of the downstream left hand retaining wall at Stramongate Bridge,
Kendal.
The aim of the inspection was to check the current condition of the retaining wall and identify
any areas of concern and damage.
On completion Underwater Diving Services (UDS), are to provide the client with an
inspection report highlighting any damage and concerns, offering recommendations for
remedial repairs required.
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2. Asset information
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3. Diving Equipment

General Specifications:

Dive Trailer

The working diver (diver1) wearing a Kirby
Morgan Helmet type 37 fitted with camera &
lamp

- Mobile surface supplied 2-diver system
- Dive System complies with HSE, IMCA &
ADC guidance codes.
- Internal High-Pressure divers breathing air
storage cylinders providing independent
primary and secondary air sources for both
divers.
- Fitted dive control panel
- Hard-wired diver communications
- Divers’ helmet mounted camera and lamp
- Diver video recording system

The standby diver wearing a Kirby Morgan band
mask type 18

Both divers are tethered to the dive control
container via an umbilical.
The umbilical supplies the diver with breathing
air, it also contains an independent wired
communication and video/lamp cables.
As an emergency reducdancy, both divers wear
a bailout cylinder. The bailout cylinders provides
a source of air should the surface-supplied air
be compromised.
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4. Inspection details.
The inspection took place on the 20th July 2020, using a 5 person dive team operating from a
mobile dive unit set up adjacent to the asset.
Due to the water levels at the time of the inspection the initial chainage marking and
inspection was conducted in dry suits.
Once the initial walkthrough inspection and chainage marking was complete the video
inspection took place.

4.1 Chainage findings:


0-55mtrs = Pointing loss was noted throughout the entire length of the asset. 80%
pointing loss and up to 500mm penetration. There was also a significant amount of
vegetation growing from the asset.



14-21mtrs = Undermining to the retaining wall was identified. The centre of the
undermining was found to be 450mm high, tapering off to 0mm upstream and
downstream with penetration of up to 600mm.



23mtrs = Missing stone, 300mm x 300mm with 400mm penetration.



25-28mtrs = Missing stonework in three separate areas. Each area approximately
600mm x 600mm with penetration of up to 400mm. In this area and toward the base
of the retaining wall the stonework appeared to have dropped.



38-40mtrs = Undermining to the retaining wall. Approximately 100mm high with
500mm penetration.



55mtrs = Missing stonework to the base of the retaining wall as it meets the
downstream weir. 600mm W x 250mm H x 400mm penetration.



55mtrs was the end of the retaining wall and the conclusion of the inspection. The
inspection was conducted in the presence of a client representative.
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5. Inspection Pictures.
Pointing loss to asset

Vegetation

14mtrs Undermining

23mtrs Missing Stone
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25-28mtrs Missing Stonework

27mtrs Dropped Stonework

38mtrs Undermining

48mtrs Missing Stone
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55mtrs Missing Stonework at junction with weir
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6. Recommendations
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5

Remove vegetation.
Point areas of lost mortar.
Replace lost stonework.
Fill areas of undermining with grout bags and Rock bond putty.
Lay rock rolls along the entire length of the asset to provide protection
from scour.
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END OF DOCUMENT

Copyright Underwater Diving Services Ltd. All rights reserved.
No part of this report may be copied or reproduced by any means without prior written permission from Underwater Diving Services Ltd. If you
have received this report in error, please destroy all copies in your possession or control and notify Underwater Diving Services Ltd.
This report has been prepared for the exclusive use of the commissioning party and unless otherwise agreed in writing by Underwater Diving
Services Ltd, no other party may use, make use of or rely on the contents of this report. No liability is accepted by Underwater Diving Services Ltd
for any use of this report, other than for the purposes for which it was originally prepared and provided.
Opinions and information provided in the report are on the basis of Underwater Diving Services Ltd using due skill, care and diligence in the
preparation of the same and no warranty is provided as to their accuracy.
It should be noted, and it is expressly stated that no independent verification of any of the documents or information supplied to Underwater
Diving Services Ltd has been made.
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